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Overview
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List or output forms displays lists of records in 4D. The purpose of this technical note
is to cover the basic use of list forms.

Introduction
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A list form displays records as a list. By using a list form, users can browse through
records, select and sort records, and print a selection of records. It is possible to enter
and modify records directly in a list form, also called the Output form. When working
with List forms, individual records can be displayed in a Detail form by double-clicking
the record in the list form. List forms are displayed using the DISPLAY SELECTION or
MODIFY SELECTION commands.

Programmatically display list forms
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

List forms can be shown using the DISPLAY SELECTION and MODIFY SELECTION
commands. There are differences and similarities between the commands.

The DISPLAY SELECTION command has the form of:
DISPLAY SELECTION ({table}{; selectMode}{; enterList}{; *}{; *})

The MODIFY SELECTION command has the form of:
MODIFY SELECTION ({table}{; selectMode}{; enterList}{; *}{; *})

These commands can be called from project methods, form methods, and object
methods. The following are example lines of code from a project method.

If (False)
  `Project Method: M_GasPrice
  `List Form in 2004 TechNote
  `Created by: Daniel Do
  `Date: 9/30/2005

  `Purpose: Display records from the [Energy] table

<>f_Version2004x2:=True
<>fD_Do:=True

End if

ALL RECORDS([Energy])



QUERY BY FORMULA([Energy];[Energy]type="gasoline")
QUERY SELECTION([Energy];[Energy]price<2.8)
ORDER BY([Energy];[Energy]price;>)
DISPLAY SELECTION([Energy];No Selection ;False;*;*)

DISPLAY SELECTION

DISPLAY SELECTION displays the selection of table, using the list form. The records
are displayed in a list similar to the User environment’s list. By default, if the user
double-clicks a record, the list is displayed in the front most window.

DISPLAY SELECTION automatically switches the table to read-only mode. The
command restores the table state after finishing execution.

MODIFY SELECTION

This command displays records and allows modification of records in the current input
form after double-clicking on it, if it is not already being used by another process or
user, or in “Enter in List” mode (if it is authorized).

MODIFY SELECTION automatically switches the table to read-write mode and restores
the table state after completing execution.

SIMILARITIES IN USAGE

Notice that the commands have the same parameters. When the commands are
executed, there may not be a current record. Use a command like FIRST RECORD or
LAST RECORD to select a record. Once there is a current record, call the MODIFY or
DISPLAY SELECTION command. When the commands are called without a current
record, no records will be shown.

Starting in 2004, the command DISPLAY SELECTION and MODIFY SELECTION has
been modified to allow better control of the select mode. Set the selectMode
parameter to change how records are selected using the mouse. There are three
constants that are used: No selection (0), Single Selection (1), and Multiple Selection
(2).

When using the No selection constant, it will not be possible to select a record in the
list. Clicking on the records will not have any action.

If the Single Selection constant is passed to either command, only one record can be
selected at a time.

By passing the Multiple Selection constant, several records can be selected at once. To
select adjacent records, click on the first record to be selected then press the Shift key
before clicking on the last record to include in the selection. Non-adjacent records can
be selected by holding down the CTRL (in Windows) or Command (in MacOS) key and



clicking on each record. If the selectMode parameter is not passed, the “Multiple
Selection” mode is used by default.

The third parameter in the DISPLAY SELECTION and MODIFY SELECTION commands is
enterList. This parameter authorizes the “Enter in List” mode for the displayed list.
This allows the user to select and modify records in the output form without going into
the input form. Pass in True to enable the “Enter in List” mode or False to disable it. If
the enterList parameter is not passed, the “Enter in Lists” mode is disabled by default.
When using the DISPLAY SELECTION command with the enterList parameter, values
can be selected but not modified. Remember that the DISPLAY SELECTION command
makes the current table Read only. The MODIFY SELECTION with the enterList
parameter allows the values to be modified.

When a selection contains only one record the record appears in the input form
instead of the output form. Since there is only one record, the user can’t do anything
else except modify the record so 4D automatically displays the record using the input
form.
MODIFY SELECTION ([Food];Multiple Selection;True)

Users may become confused with the inconsistency of sometimes seeing a list form or
an input form. When the optional * parameter is passed, the one-record selection is
displayed using the output form. If the user double-clicks on the record in the list
form, the input form will appear and the scroll bars will be hidden.
MODIFY SELECTION ([Food];Multiple Selection;True;*)

When both * are used and the user displays the record in the input form by double-
clicking on it from the list form, the scroll bars will appear in the input form.
MODIFY SELECTION ([Food];Multiple Selection;True;*;*)

EXITING

Custom buttons can be placed in the Footer or Header area of the list form to
terminate the execution of the commands. The use of automatic Accept or Cancel
buttons, or the use of object methods that call the ACCEPT or CANCEL command can
be used to terminate the execution of the commands. When a list form is called by the
DISPLAY or MODIFY SELECTION command and there are no buttons, use the Escape
(Windows) or ESC (MacOS) key to exit the list.

The records that the user highlighted are kept in a set named UserSet during and
after execution of DISPLAY SELECTION or MODIFY SELECTION. The UserSet is
available within the selection for object methods when a button is clicked or a menu
item is chosen. The project or object method that called DISPLAY SELECTION has
access to the UserSet after the command completes. The following sample code is
placed in an object method and can also be placed in a project method.

If (False)
  `Object Method: bPrint object on [Energy]Input form
  `List Form in 2004 TechNote
  `Created by: Daniel Do



  `Date: 9/30/2005

  `Purpose: Allows users to modify and print records from the [Energy] table

<>f_Version2004x2:=True
<>fD_Do:=True

End if

ALL RECORDS([Energy])
ALERT("Please choose some records:")
DISPLAY SELECTION([Energy];Multiple Selection ;False;*)
ALERT("Please edit some records. When finished, choose records to print:")
USE SET("UserSet")
MODIFY SELECTION([Energy];Multiple Selection ;True;*;*)
PRINT SELECTION([Energy])

Updated behavior
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In 4D 2004, empty lines are displayed below actual record lines only if the number of
records is less than the number of records that can be displayed in the window or list
area. When there are more records than what can be displayed, it is no longer
possible to scroll past the last record. Scrolling past the number of records does not
comply with newer OS GUIs, and is most likely to disappear in the future.

There are minor differences between list forms and subforms. When a database is
upgraded to 2004, 4D offers a property to maintain subform compatibility. The
‘Double-click on Empty Line’ property can be used to maintain behavior with version
2003 or earlier. It is not recommended to use the ‘Double-click on Empty Line’
property because from a GUI standpoint, applications that display record lists do not
allow the use of the blank area below the records in the list.



One way to add additional records a list form, is to use a button and an object method
that executes the command ADD RECORD. To add additional subrecords to a subform,
use a button and assign an automatic action of Add Subrecord. The button must be
placed on the main form.

In 2004, the blinking triangle no longer appears when a subform has focus to match
OS GUIs. The focus is now indicated using the standard rules of the OS on which the
4D application is running.

Conclusion
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Now you should have a better understanding of how and when to use list forms with
the DISPLAY SELECTION and MODIFY SELECTION commands. These updated
commands in 2004 have more features for better control than in previous versions of
4D. By knowing how list forms and subforms behave, it should be helpful when
building a new database or upgrading an existing one.


